3 Top-Rated EMR Systems

This guide highlights three of the highest scoring products from our EMR FrontRunners, which uses reviews from real software users to highlight the top software products for North American businesses.

FrontRunners was developed to help software buyers have confidence that they’re making the right software decision for their business. To be considered an EMR FrontRunner, products needed to have at least 20 reviews published within the previous 18 months and meet a minimum user rating score.

They also have to offer a core set of functionality: charting, decision support, and coding assistance. That means all of the following are guaranteed to have these three core features, along with plenty more.

Here’s what we’ll cover:

1. Praxis EMR
2. InSync EMR
3. iPatientCare EHR

Next Steps
1. Praxis EMR

**Product overview:** Praxis is an electronic health records (EHR) system that offers both on-premise and cloud-based deployment models.

This software uses artificial intelligence instead of templates to learn physician and user preferences. The longer this software is used, the more the AI learns and the faster and smarter it becomes.

**Pricing:** Praxis EMR software starts at $219 per month, and that price includes training sessions customized for providers and staff.

**Distinguishing features:**
- Lab integration
- Procedure workflows
- Patient portal
2. InSync EMR

**Product overview:** InSync Healthcare Solutions offers an integrated EHR system and practice management system.

By integrating these two essential software platforms, InSync empowers users with more control and better prepares practices for regulatory compliance.

This software is ONC-ATCB certified and made for practices of all sizes and specialties.

**Pricing:** InSync does not currently provide public pricing information, but you can request more information and a quote through their website.

**Distinguishing features:**

- Appointment scheduling
- Electronic claims submission
- Reconciliation reports
3. iPatientCare EHR

Product overview: iPatientCare’s EHR system is integrated with medical billing and practice management features to create an all-in-one approach to running a medical practice.

The EHR can be tailored to a number of specialties, and the software is especially useful for independent practices, rural health clinics, and community health centers. Its functionality set includes chronic care management, annual wellness visit, and population health management modules.

Pricing: iPatientCare does not share pricing information on their website, but they do offer specialty-specific EHR systems with many different focuses.

Distinguishing features:
- Insurance credentialing and eligibility verification
- Referral authorization
- Patient fee estimation
Next steps

We know how difficult making a software decision can be, and these are just three of many different EMR solutions to choose from.

In order to make the best decision for your business, list out the software functionality that aligns with your specific business needs and make a shortlist of vendors that offer the functionality you need.

Hold demo meetings with vendors on your shortlist, and cut through those vendors’ sales pitches. Take your time to choose the right software, and be sure to use our software vendor evaluation guide.

If you need help choosing a specific EMR, you can speak with one of our advisors. Advisors provide free, personalized software recommendations, helping companies of all sizes find products that meet their business needs.

Schedule an appointment with an advisor here.